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Mira Connect Integration

Setting up Mira Connect to Demonstrate
Microsoft Office 365 Calendar Integration
Mira Connect™, Aveo Systems’ smart control
appliance, integrates easily with Microsoft® Office
365 calendar for one-touch dialing of meetings.
Once you assign a meeting room’s Office 365
calendar to a room in Mira Portal, and meetings
scheduled for that room resource will appear on
the room’s Mira Connect. Any updates to meetings
will be reflected automatically. Meetings may be
dialed with one touch of the telephone or video
conferencing dial button.
To show how easy it is to integrate Mira Connect
with Office 365, and to provide a working system
for demonstrations, we’ve created an Office 365
meeting room with scheduled meetings for use
with your Mira Connect. To add this meeting room
calendar to a room in Mira Portal, follow these
steps and associated figures. It takes approximately
5 minutes to complete these steps. The only time
you’ll need to wait is for the Aveo Systems Office 365
administrator to approve your access to the demo
room calendar on the aveosystems.com domain in
Step 5.
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1. Within Mira Portal, select the Organization name
that you’ve created for your demonstrations. In
this example, it is called ‘Demo Organization’.
Settings and press EDIT. Notice that
2. Select
Microsoft Office 365 Integration is disabled.
3. Enable Microsoft Office 365 Integration and
enter aveosystems.com for the domain name
and press SAVE. We have configured a room
resource, Demo Room, for your demo purposes
on the aveosystems.com corporate Office 365
account.
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4. To authorize this account, select “Send email to
domain administrator”.
5. Address the email to:
craig.richardson@aveosystems.com and send it.
6. Once the request has been approved, the
status of the Office 365 integration with your
organization will change to show the green circle
and check mark. Now you are ready to assign
the Demo Room’s calendar to your room in Mira
Portal.
7. In Mira Portal, navigate to the room where you’d
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Not ready yet...

Ready!

Setting up your Mira Connect with Microsoft Office 365
like to add a calendar, select
room, and then select EDIT.

Settings for the

8. Choose Demo Room for the calendar and
press SAVE. The other option, ‘Calendar’, is the
calendar for the demo user service account we
created, not for the room. Select the calendar
for the demo room, Demo Room. Select ‘None’
if you want to remove the calendar from the
room - useful during demos.
9. In Mira Portal, the room status will update to
show the Office 365 room resource, Demo
Room, has been successfully associated with
your Mira Portal room.
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10. If your Mira Connect device is paired to this
room, Mira Connect will show up to two weeks
of upcoming meetings. If your room has a real
or simulated DSP with a telephony interface or
a video codec, you can dial into the meeting by
pressing the dial button.
We’ve scheduled a series of recurring meetings in
the Demo Room, so there will always be meetings to
show on your Mira Connect.
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Note: While meetings more than 5 minutes in the
future will have a yellow dial button (instead of
green), they can still be dialed early by pressing the
yellow button.
For more information about how to create room
resources for your organization, see the section on
Office 365 Calendar Integration in the
Mira Connect Administrators Guide.
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One-Touch Dialing Upcoming meetings
R

See more dialing options
and the meeting invitation
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